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Abstract:

F5’s Smart Solutions for Next Generation Universities

The pace at which the University ‘student’ is becoming the University ‘client’ is only being
surpassed by the pace at which the University’s legacy funding models are being trimmed,
stretched and twisted!

It’s undeniable that Universities are becoming far more commercial than ever before.  The big
challenge for every University IT Department is how to provide the legacy application services
of High Availability, Security and Access, whilst finding new ways of understanding usage
patterns and then establishing and enforcing ‘application by application’ policies for end user
control and ultimately end user charging.

F5’s BIG-IP has been quietly evolving beyond its role as a traditional load balancer to one of a
‘client focussed’ application delivery platform; solving these and other challenges with a wide
range of new capabilities and solutions.  F5 sits in a crucial part of your environment;
providing identity brokerage and federation for cloud services, differentiated and secure
access for all user types, acceptable usage controls and metering for the outbound use case
and simplification of the network design.

Fundamentally, F5 is allowing Universities to do far more, with far less; but with greater control
and visibility.

Learn how F5 can assist you to prepare for the transition to the new paradigm, and provide
you with the answers to the questions that are about to be asked. If you are a current F5
customer, we’ll also show you how to maximise your F5 environment to stay on top of the
game.


